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Tri-Star Releases Higher Resolution
Econolase Portable Laser Wire Marker

El Segundo, CA . . . Tri-Star Technologies, a leader in laser wire marking and printing technologies, recently unveiled its third-generation ECONOLASE UV portable Laser Wire Marker. First introduced as the world’s lowest priced UV laser wire and cable marking system, Econolase now has improved laser delivery that enables 10 times greater resolution over previous models. Additionally, Tri-Star has introduced a new upgrade program which gives customers a path to the larger, automatic laser marking systems. This offering provides for investment protection as customer needs grow and change.

The Econolase allows for manual feed of wire and cable, making it ideally suited for low/medium print jobs and marking of already terminated cable assemblies, a first for the industry. The UV laser system is fully compliant with both common military and commercial specifications, making it a perfect tool for the aerospace, automotive and electronics industries. It has full graphics capabilities that can print any alphanumeric character in any font, language or size, and can also print bar codes and company logos.

A demonstration of the Econolase may be reviewed at: https://youtu.be/xcShbfDCDWE. For more detailed information, visit this Tri-Star link: https://www.tri-star-technologies.com/econolase-uv-laser-wire-marker
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